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Proposal
1. The University should not include any question asking
about conviction history on their supplemental
application materials for the Common Application or
Coalition Application, and not receive information from
the question on the Universal Application.
2. The University should explicitly disclose in admissions
materials that it will not receive information about
criminal history.

“Only by including people with a broad range
of experiences and perspectives are we able
to realize our potential.”
- University Statement on Diversity and Inclusion1
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Princeton University, Report of The Special Task Force on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion. (2015, May). Retrieved from
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A Discriminatory “Justice” System
Median annual
income

41%less 1

Black people arrested
at a

2.3x higher

rate than whites 2
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This is not an unbiased indicator of culpability
or character - this enables discrimination and
undermines qualified students’ efforts to
compete equally.

How does this affect how students with histories apply?
Research indicates a strong deterrent effect:
- For each denied applicant who checked the
box, 15 other applicants who also checked
‘yes’ failed

to complete the application1

- Attrition rate 3x higher for formerly
incarcerated applicants2
1, 2 Executive Summary - Boxed Out: Criminal History Screening and College (Rep.). (2015, March). Retrieved
http://communityalternatives.org/pdf/publications/BoxedOut_ExecSum.pdf

How does this interact with public safety?
- Graduate college application does not include
the question on its application
1

- No statistically significant difference in crime
rates for schools with and without “the box”
2

- 97% of students who commit misconduct on
campuses have no prior history of misconduct

3

1. Information obtained through interviews with numerous directors of graduate studies in the fall of 2017.
2.http://www.communityalternatives.org/pdf/Reconsidered-criminal-hist-recs-in-college-admissions.pdf
3.http://injuryprevention.bmj.com/content/early/2013/02/22/injuryprev-2012-040644

What precedent is there for this in other
universities/communities?

- Over 50 schools removed the question, including the UC and
SUNY systems, Louisiana and Maryland public universities1
- In 2016, US Dept of Education called on Universities to
reconsider these questions, noting their “chilling effects”2
- Association of American Colleges & Universities called upon
member institutions to review BTB proposals, expressed
support for institutions to revise their policies3

1. Nixon, Vivian. "We Must Ban the Box in Higher Education." The Huffington Post. May 18, 2017. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/rev-vivian-nixon/we-must-ban-the-box-in-hi_b_9996780.html.
2. King, J. B., Jr. (n.d.). [Letter written May 9, 2016 to College and University Leaders]. Retrieved from https://www2.ed.gov/documents/beyond-the-box/secretary-letter.pdf
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What changed in 2018

- Change goes into effect August 20191
- Princeton & all schools on the common app must decide
whether or not to include some version of the question on
their application supplements
1: Wong, Alia. "The Common App Will Stop Asking About Students' Criminal Histories." The Atlantic. October 19, 2018.
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2018/08/common-app-criminal-history-question/567242/

Student Activism
- Originated in 2014: over 1,000 students and faculty signed
original petition
- Continuing campaign with a broad coalition of
organizations:
- SPEAR, BSU, Pride Alliance, MASJID, YDS, DREAM Team

- Town Hall in May 2018 drew over 100 interested students

Given CPUC’s responsibility to make
recommendations to the administration
regarding relevant policy issues, we ask that
CPUC discuss this proposal in anticipation of
the changes in the 2019 Common Application.

